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Abstract 
Anselmo, M., The operation 1 on formal power series, Theoretical Computer Science 117 (1993) 
39-43. 
We introduce a new operation over formal power series, which we denote by r. It is based on zigzag 
factorizations of a word, i.e. factorizations obtained allowing some backward-coming in concatena- 
tion This operation is not rational; moreover, the image of rational power series is not always 
algebraic. We represent power series s ’ by two-way finite automata with multiplicity. For 
seiwy ((A)), we doubly characterize the rationality of the image sr and show its decidability. 
1. Introduction 
The operation r on formal languages and the notions of zigzag language, factoriz- 
ation, and code have been introduced in [S]. The operation star (*) on languages is 
based on the concatenation of words, i.e. the reading from left to right of one word 
after another. The operation t is a two-way version of the star, in the sense that it also 
allows coming back reading from right to left. The languages generated by ’ are 
represented by two-way finite automata (2FA) [S]. In Cl, 51 some rationality and 
decidability properties of ’ are investigated. The zigzag power series on a language 
X is the power series computing the number of zigzag factorizations of a word on X. It 
is denoted by char(X)’ and is studied in [6]. 
The operation r on power series introduced here generalizes the notion of zigzag 
power series, i.e. its application to characteristic series. The definition is mentioned in 
[4]. In this paper the properties of f on rational series are investigated. Our first step 
is the construction of a family of two-way finite automata with multiplicity (K-2FA) 
recognizing sT, for all rational power series s. The notion of K-2FA and its behavior is 
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introduced in [3], where some results on the rationality of power series recognized by 
K-2FA are presented. The definition of a (one-way) finite automaton with multiplicity 
(K-1FA) is more classic [16-18, 9, 121. 
The operation r on power series is not a rational operation: the image sT of 
a rational power series s by T may not even be algebraic. We are, thus, interested in 
establishing the conditions for s under which sT is rational. Let R, denote the semiring 
of nonnegative real numbers. We give two characterizations of power series 
SERBR,“‘((A)) such that sT is still a rational power series. The proof is obtained by 
reporting in the context of the operation r a technique shown in [6] for the zigzag 
power series and by generalizing it to the case of multiplicities in the semiring R, . As 
a corollary, we obtain that it is decidable whether the image by r of a power series 
SERY((A)) is a rational power series. An example shows that the above-mentioned 
characterizations cannot be extended to every semiring. 
Some bibliographic references to two-way automata are [9, 10, 13, 14, 191. Note 
that we will use a model of 2FA in which the reading head is positioned under 
a boundary between two cells of the input tape and can scan the symbol on its right or 
on its left. In such a way, a 2FA can be represented as a lFA, with the transitions to 
the left labelled by barred letters. 
Some bibliographic references to formal power series are [S, 9, 151. We will write 
s = Im* c (where m* = I + m + m2 + ...) when the power series s is represented by (l,f, c) 
and m is the matrix, with entries in K((A)) defined by m =C,,,f(a)a. 
2. Definition of the operation t 
We recall the definition of zigzag factorization as introduced in [S]. Let XC A* and 
2x= (((w’, xw”), (w’x, w”))) w’, W”EA*, XGX}. We write (w’, w”)+(u’, 0”) and we call 
it a step on X if ((w’, w”), (u’, u”))EZ, or ((u’, u”), (w’, w”))EZ~. A zigzagfactorization 
on X of a word WEA* is a sequence f=(p,,p2,...,pn)=(w;,w;I)+(w;, WY)-+ 
. ..+ (w:,+l,w:+l ) of consecutive steps on X, pi = (w I, wy)-+(w:+ 1, WY+ 1), such that 
I I, 
wl=wn+l =&,Wy=W:,+l =w, and (WI, wi’)#(wJ, w;‘) for i#j. The operation arrow(T) 
on languages associates with a language X the zigzag language XT of the words 
having a zigzag factorization on X. 
The operation r: K((A))-+K ((A)) is defined on formal power series s such that 
(s, E)= 0. Let w be a word of XT and f=( pl, pZ,. . ., p,) a zigzag factorization of w, 
where each pi is a step on a word Xi of X, i.e. either pi=(u) Xir)+(Uxi, V) or 
pi=(Uxi) a)+(~, xio). We define (s,~)=(s, xl) (s, x~)...(s, x,). 
The power series st : A* -+ K is defined by 
where the summation is over all zigzag factorizations f of WEA* on the support of s. 
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3. Representation by two-way automata with multiplicity 
The notion of K-2FA and its behavior have been introduced in [3]. In the 
following, 2 will denote a barred copy of the alphabet A. A two-wayfinite automaton 
on an alphabet A, with multiplicity in a semiring K (K-2FA), is a 4-uple & = (Q, Z,f; c) 
given by a finite set Q of states, an input function 1: Q-K, a transition function 
f: Q x (Aux) x Q-K, and an output function c: Q-K. The multiplicity of the path 
u=(er, e2,..., e,) of consecutive transitions ei=( pi, ai, pi+ 1 )EQ x ( AuA) x Q is 
Let s be a rational power series with coefficients in K and s=lm*c its linear 
representation of dimension n relative to a K-IFA G!~. The power series s* is 
recognized by the following linear representation of dimension n+ 1, obtained by 
adding to d, a new state, state 1, where all initial and final states of J&‘~ are identified: 
In order to represent sT, we consider the following representation of dimension 
2n+l: 
where mT denotes the transposition of a matrix m, with entries in K(A)), and E the 
matrix having the same entries as m, but considered on the alphabet ;I. Such a linear 
representation gives a K-2FA & I. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Note that for 
a rational power series s there exist several different linear representations. Hence, 
there exists a whole family of K-2FA such as &i. One can show that sT coincides with 
the behavior of &I, as defined in [3]. 
Fig. 1. dk for the power series s=char(a+). 
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4. Characterization of rational power series s t 
The operation T does not preserve the same properties as the operation *. It 
preserves the rationality of languages [S], but not of power series. Moreover, the 
image by f of a rational power series, in general, is not algebraic. Consider, for 
example, the rational power series s=char(a+). The power series char(a+)T is not 
algebraic because 
n-l 
(sT,a”)=l+C 
k=l 
The following theorem gives a double characterization of power series s for which sT 
is rational, whenever the semiring K = R, of nonnegative real numbers is considered. 
This result generalizes a result on the zigzag power series, contained in [6]. We will 
say that a language is simple [6] if it does not contain an infinite sequence of words, 
each one a proper factor of the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ERR,“’ ((A)) and zdi be a K-ZFA, constructed as above. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) st is a rational power series; 
(ii) the support of s is simple; 
(iii) the set of crossing sequences of&J is jnite. 
The decidability of condition (ii) [2, 31 allows us to prove point (I) of the following 
corollary. Points (2) and (3) follow from the construction of a K-1FA equivalent to 
a given K-2FA, as presented in [3]. 
Corollary 4.2. Let SE[W~(( A)). 
(1) It is decidable whether st is a rational power series or not. 
(2) If sT is a rational power series, then we can construct its linear representation. 
(3) If sT is a rational power series, then it is the star of a rational power series. 
The following example shows that Theorem 4.1 cannot be extended to every 
semiring. 
Example 4.3. Let A = a, X = ai and K = 3, the Boolean semiring. 
Consider the characteristic series of X, s=char(X)Ea’((A>. Its support is 
supp(s) = X, which is a nonsimple language. On the other hand, sT is the power series 
associating 1 with the words in X t, 0 with the other ones. Hence, it is a rational power 
series because X t is a rational language. 
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